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Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, United States, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New.
Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Low tuition DUAL DOCTORATE
DEGREE programIf you have Bachelor degree or MBA and like to pursue a doctorate degree, search
no more, we offer accredited DBA Ph.D. in condensed matriculation term and, low tuition of MBA +
PhD or DBA + PhD DUAL DOCTORATE DEGREE program; bass on thesis only. Prof. Dr. Luigi are
interested in recruiting students for our accredited universities that offer a bridge allow bachelor
degree to obtain e.MBA + PhD, and a dual Doctorate degree program for students that hold MBA
degree both programs are based on thesis only. Our universities are affiliated with the European
Association for Quality Assurance in Higher Education (ENQA) and is listed in the US Council for
Higher Education Accreditation (CHEA) with Accreditation Council for Business Schools and
candidate for (ACBSP) accreditation. We offer 1- Dual doctorate degree course with short
matriculation term, low tuition.2- Universities are affiliated with the European Association for
Quality Assurance in Higher Education (ENQA).3- Universities are listed in the US Council for Higher
Education CHEA with a candidate for ACBSP accreditation.4- Both diplomas are based on...
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This pdf is indeed gripping and exciting. It is writter in easy words and phrases and not confusing. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult
to leave it before concluding.
-- Ala yna  K upha l-- Ala yna  K upha l

I just started o  looking over this ebook. It is actually loaded with wisdom and knowledge Its been developed in an remarkably simple way in fact it is
simply after i finished reading through this book where basically modified me, modify the way i believe.
-- Josie K och IV-- Josie K och IV
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